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FED’s speech
• FED Chair Jerome Powell announced that the central bank’s inflation target could exceed 2% to offset stretches of weaker
inflation, but interest rates are going to stay low. The FED remains committed to the ultra-easy monetary-policy stance it adopted
in reaction to the COVID19 situation. The move is seen by many as the latest intervention to give policymakers room to keep
stimulus measures in place even as inflation begins to pick up. Therefore investors need to unlock value elsewhere than bonds.
• Lower interest rates, but higher inflation are going to be translated in a weaker USD, therefore Gold going to benefit from this
scenario. Gold could possibly breakout the descending triangle. Goldman Sachs also remains bearish on USD due to poor
fundamentals, target EUR/USD set at 1.25.
• An accommodative monetary policy is also very favorable for equities (especially growth stocks), but we think that markets need
to consolidate on a short term basis, before we can experience further rallies.

DXY Index: further weakness of USD?

Possible breakout of Gold
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Where would be most of upside potential in case of further market’s rally?
• S&P500 Index ex FAANGM is YTD still in negative territory.
• KTS is trying to analyze and screen market opportunities, which
can profit from a global normalization, if mass vaccination would
start during Q1 2021.
• We agree that we are in an environment of multiple expansion
due liquidity injections of Central Banks, but in case of Apple for
example, the recent exponential rally is not supported from
fundamentals (Free cash Flow Estimates have hardly
increased). Apple is “only” profiting from passive and ESG
investments.

Performance FAANGM, S&P 500 Index and S&P 500 Index ex FAANGM
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Spike Healthcare + Tech vs Energy + Financials
• The outperformance of Healthcare and Technology vs Energy + Financials reached new highs.
• US Technology reached a YTD positive performance of 28.6% followed by Consumer Discretionary, meanwhile Energy is by
-41% YTD, followed by Financials with -21.2%

Spike between Healthcare + Tech sectors vs Energy + Financials

YTD performance by sector
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Companies with the world’s largest market capitalizations in 2005 and 2020
• General Electric used to have the largest market cap with 382
bio USD, followed by Exxon Mobil, Microsoft, Citigroup.
• Nowadays Apple has the largest with 2.023 Trio USD, followed
by Saudi Aramco, Amazon, Microsoft.

World largest market cap
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Lumber price
• From June 2020 the lumber price increased exponentially. The increase coincide logically with the start of falling interest rates.
We have to be honest, we are quite surprised of the move’s magnitude!
• Such magnitude of orders in Lumber going to be translated in a housing boom, which should support the US economic growth
further.
• KTS has a small exposure in the planned IPO Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, via preferred shares, to “play” the strength in the
US real estate segment.

Performance Lumber price vs Nasdaq

Interest rates vs house prices
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General news
• It looks like the company Vicenda in Baar Zug, owned by Felix Zulauf, Thomas Amstutz and Walter Berchtold also got
COVID19 credit from the Swiss Government. Quite surprising from a stock exchange guru and Barron roundtable member Felix
Zulauf, who was always predicting “the end of the world”. He was not suppose to be prepared for such event? Or also gurus are
predicting on paper, but in reality are “cooking with water” like any other investor?
• UBS wants to increase loan limits to wealthy clients. It did not happen during the best market opportunities of March 2020,
where banks were calling margin calls even for Forex hedge, mortgage and lowering the collateral value due to the increase of
volatility. It is happening now, at the highs. Actually not surprising, since ex Credit Suisse executives are now working at UBS
and are applying exactly the same strategy during their time in Credit Suisse, leaving the Bank at the highs of markets with all
discretionary mandates extremely leveraged. Credit Suisse had really hard time to managed the special event COVID19 and we
guess, clients also had high damages from such strategy. It is quite easy to “play” with others’ people money to increase growth
and bank’s profitability in order to “full out” your own pocket with, not deserved, ridiculous high bonuses!
• Interesting USD 2 Trillion Climate plan of Joe Biden and Democrats. This should support markets. In addition, the plan is also
evaluating the possibility to impose border adjustment tax on imports of carbon-intensive goods, something that the European
Union is also considering. Prof Hans-Werner Sinn of IFO Institut München was also recalling such global taxes in order to force
and “push forward” on at international level a “green agenda”. Nowadays Germany is paying an high price trying to convert
traditional energy in “green energy” and having to sell during lunch time energy oversupply with losses, meanwhile countries like
Poland, Ukraine, etc are still having low energy costs, pursuing a slow “green agenda”.
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General news
• Trump administration grants emergency authorization for coronavirus plasma treatment. We think that it is a positive move,
because it is proven, that convalescent plasma is effective in treating Covid-19 patients. (The treatment uses blood from Covid19 patients that have recovered and built antibodies against the virus).
• FT published an article asserting that Wirecard had a plan to buy Deutsche Bank (project Panther).
• Swiss health insurance Atupri going to accept payments from members with Bitcoin and Ether. Very interesting step!
• According to different pools, Biden is far behind compared to the same period of time in 2016 when Hillary was way ahead of
Trump. Mr Michael Moore rightly argues, there is nothing to blame Russia for that! In Michigan Trump is leading with 47% vs
45% . Also general pools had a dramatic reverse during the second half of August, Trump could gain from 35% to 48% and
Biden lost from over 60% to 52% .
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Warren Buffett see gold as replacement of fiat monetary system?
• Very good research of Gavekalresearch
• Selling the whole position of Goldman Sachs
synonymous of exiting the fiat monetary system

is

• Buying Gold is tantamount of gold return to play a role in
the monetary system as a internationally-recognized
reserve of value.
• If somebody still believes, Gold can not be used as a
payment system, the investor should analyze the current
situation at Grand Bazaar in Istanbul. Turkish citizens are
starting to pay with gold, having experienced this year a
25% devaluation of the Turkish Lira and a current high
inflation...
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Warren Buffett see gold as replacement of fiat monetary system? Part 2
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March 2020: start of a new long term bull market?
• If March 2020 is the beginning of a new long term bull cycle, the upside is huge...
• But in slides 12,13 and 14 we are analyzing the short term momentum, which is in our eyes overbought.

Statistic of past bull markets
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Market breadth
• As we explained last week, market breadth is not supporting the major breakout of the S&P 500 Index.
• Herewith a chart of Bloomberg showing the correlation between ADL indicator (Advance-decline line) and the S&P 500 Index.
The breadth indicator is diverging and is experiencing the highest collapse in the last 15 years. Therefore, market breadth is too
weak to support a major breakout. (Source zerohedge/flowbank). Goldman Sachs has a short term target on S&P 500 at 3’586.

Advance-Decline Line vs S&P 500 Index
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Citigroup Panic-Euphoria model at extreme levels
• As showed in our last update, the Citigroup Panic-Euphoria is reaching extreme levels, never seeing since 2001. (Source
Citigroup/Gaetano Evangelista AGE Italia). According to the Bank, now we have a 100% probability of a negative performance.
• KTS reduced the equities exposure in our flagship fund Optima Dynamic (top 3% percentile worldwide with 8.05% YTD
performance) via 10% short futures on the S&P 500 Index in addition we are also increasing liquidity in our satellite investments.

Citigroup panic-Euphoria Model
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Speculative option trading
• The difference between open interests call-put options have reached extreme levels never seen before. Analyzing the magnitude
of the move, we would expect some short term corrections.
• Source zerohedge/flowbank

Difference open interest call-puts as % of NYSE Volume
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CNN Fear & Greed Index
• During the period of COVID19 the index was at extreme fear.
• Today we are at 78 and we start to be at extreme greed. We are
not there yet, but we have just started the final stage of the rally?

CNN Fear & Greed Index
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US Federal corporate tax rate if Biden would win US election
• The rate would increase to 28%, instead of 21% under Trump administration. 28% is still lower than 35% pre-Trump.

US Federal corporate taxes
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Italian labour productivity
• Technology develops, but Italy has the same output per worker as per 14 years ago.
• During the last 14 years, Germany and France could improve massively the labour output, but also Spain is on the good path,
showing to the Italian manufactures, that if there is the right initiative, it is possible to improve.
• Both Italy and Spain could profit from the European Stability mechanism (ESM) introduced on 1 July 2013, but it looks like, only
Spain could invest efficiently?? The difference is 18% of the GDP, which is massive!
• (Source: Gaetano Evangelista AGE Italia)

Italian vs Spanish real labour productivity
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Central Banks balance sheets as a percentage of GDP
• We all know, Central Bank balance sheets have all “ballooned” with unconventional Monetary Policy.
• What probably most of investors do not know, the largest Balance sheet in % to GDP is actually the Swiss National Bank with
180%, followed by Bank of Japan, not as surprise, with 131% and ECB with 53%. FED and BoE are still around 40%
• Source Thompson/Eeagli/Flowbank

Central bank balance sheets as a percentage of GDP
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DISCLAIMER

This report has been prepared by KTS Capital Management AG (“KTS”) / VICTRIX AG (“VICTRIX”) and is intended
for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS/VICTRIX to
make any investments. Opinions and comments reflect the current view of The Investment Team of KTS/VICTRIX
and not that one of a third party. We assumes no obligation to ensure that other such publications are brought to the
attention of any recipient of this publication. Investments in the asset classes mentioned in this publication may not
be suitable for all recipients. This publication has been prepared without taking into account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider
the suitability of the transaction to his individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute
investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or
appropriate for individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific
investor. We recommends that investors assess the specific financial risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and
accounting consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are obtained from sources
believed to be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.
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